Patient Participation Group – minutes Friday 1st March 2019

Attending:   Laura Gibson (Practice manager), Dr Chris Trzcinski, Alan Bourne (chair) Rosie Woodland (deputy chair), Nadine Kimberley (MMC).
 
 Clifton Kendall, Barry Cowdroy, Barry James, Sheila Lammiman, and Angela Berry

Apologies were received from, Mark (Masons), Carol Nicholls, Margaret Fieldhouse and Mary Pepper 

Welcome and apologies
Alan welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked us all for coming.
 
 Alan
Actions
Minutes of the last meeting on Monday 22nd Jan 2019
 The minutes of the last AGM meeting were read and agreed.
All

Matters arising




Extended Access













Helpline





CCG / PPG Network Meeting 24th Jan





PPG Objectives Update












Telephone message complaints


E-mail address for PPG


The practice is no longer having the 4.30pm ‘urgent appointments’ instead extended access appointments will be offered first and if a patient is unable to attend one of those then the urgent request will be tasked to the duty doctor. The duty doctor will have 9 urgent appointments to book throughout the day. 

The group asked whether there was going to be any later routine GP bookable appointments in the day, it was confirmed that at the moment the latest routine appointment is at 4.20pm but then the GP’s start early at 8am. The group feel that this maybe is too early and could perhaps be discussed.

We need to add to the website, details on the extended access and the new protocol for urgent appointments and that there is no more 4.30pm clinic. We can also advertise this in the waiting room. Mason’s pharmacy, the library and have some for distribution. 

Angela spoke to the group about Helpline, a service looking at elderly people in the community that are perhaps lonely, in need of transport to appointments or general signposting to services. They have asked for a representative from the PPG, Angela was happy to do that. The community Centre have volunteered to have their plan as a base for volunteers to work out from. Angela is going to Desford to see how their system works.

PPG Working Together provided a survey of the results from practices in Dec 2018. One of the items on the survey included ‘How PPG could help practice more’ when you look down this list we are already doing most of the items on there, including surveys, flu campaigns, newsletters, notice boards and displays, encouraging younger members and social prescribing. So this was very reassuring that we are already doing all of those things. Please see attached survey.


Cancer packs – Carol has been working with Laura to produce the packs but it would be nice for Carol to be there at the discussion about then and therefore we will move to the next meeting. 

The Cancer Care Letter to go with the pack needed re-writing in a sensitive way and Rosie has been kind enough to look at this for us. She has provided a draft which I will type up and bring to the next meeting. 

Notice Boards – A subgroup of Abbe, Lauren, Mary and Laura have met to discuss and look at the notice/displays in the practice. Abbe and Lauren have produced a draft of how the PPG board could be laid out and Mary has worked on the literature to use. It was highlighted in this meeting that the constitution needs looking at and updating. It was agreed that Alan, Clifton, Mary, Lauren and Abbe would meet again to carry out more work. 

Laura has spoken to BDR, the telephone provider, they have said that there is a software that provides the call waiting / queuing system however it is a licensed product and has an annual charge, Laura is awaiting to find out how much that is. 

Following the E-Mail discussion from the last meeting, it has been agreed that the practice will receive the e-mails and then bring them to the PPG meetings for discussion if appropriate. 

Laura 




All
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Alan / Laura


Rosie









Laura



Laura 











Laura to action











Laura to attach

Laura -April Agenda

Laura – Type letter

Feedback at next meeting
Federation Update
There has been a slight change to the federation structure, Mel has made more of a sideways move into the 4 fed project work, Jake has taken over as the federation manager with Sam who assists and Sharron who was secretary has been made redundant. 
There are no practice updates at this time.
Alan

DNA’s 










Herald 
It was discussed about reoffenders perhaps receiving letters, first offender letters often cause a lot of upset for patients and often generates a lot of complaints. Currently we send a text about a DNA if the patient is set up with the text message consent. Chris said perhaps he needed to look through who they are before contacting them. 

Nadine audited the last 3 weeks to see if there were any patterns in which particular groups DNA’d the most and whether the fact that they received a text reminder made any difference. The highest DNA’s were aged between 31 yrs – 65 yrs and a large majority of the DNA’s were pre-bookable rather than on the day booking. 
I have attached the results.
 
We also decided that it should be added to the Herald article, the importance of cancelling appointments to reduce the DNA’s.
The Easter break should also be mentioned with regards to the 2 day close and ordering prescriptions in advance. 


Nadine










Rosie
Nadine / Laura 




Laura - results



Rosie
AOB

Litter 




 

It was highlighted by a couple of members and patients that the litter outside the front of the practice had gotten worse. The maintenance company we had been using have been recently reviewed due to cost and we have now changed to John the handyman who also does garden maintenance. He will be coming out soon to tidy up.  

BetterCare together carried out an event to share the insights of patients, carers and staff about their experiences in the receiving and delivering of community services. They are looking at the re-modelling of design within community health services. 

I have attached the power point presentation for your perusal. 


Rosie




Alan











Laura 
Date of next meeting
Monday 15th April 2019 at 5pm 





